2018 S2-7.9m CCR MEETING
MINUTES
1.
Called to order by President John Spierling September 7, 2018 at the CCR held
by Ford Yacht Club (FYC), Grosse Ile, MI. There were 24 owners (+3 non-owners) in
attendance.
2.
A thank you to Cary Diehl and the FYC for hosting this CCR. And thank you
again extended to Macatowa Bay YC and M. Kiss for having host the previous CCR.
3.
Minutes of the 2017 CCR, distributed with the registration package, were
approved.
4.
The abbreviated Financial Summary for 2017-8, distributed with the registration
package, was approved. The data support a stable class, but not growing.
5.
Regarding regatta participation, Spierling again emphasized that one strong
determinant of the value and enthusiasm for the S2-7.9 and the class is the number of
regatta participants in the class-sanctioned events. It was noted that though the costs
of CCR’s and NOODs continue to increase, the increases are small and the fees one of
the lesser costs relative to total race-boat competition costs. Attendance at the
Annapolis NOOD was poor but to be promoted and comments about its shortcomings
to be made to the NOOD organizers.
6.
Old Business:
A.
The Secretary received a note 8/30/18 from Extrudex confirming that the
dies for mast and spreader extrusions continue to be in correct useable condition.
B.
Also, a note from Island Nautical confirming 23 mast blanks remain in
their storeroom. They also have a large number of blanks for spreaders.
7.
New Business:
A.
One mast blank and one set spreaders were sold in the past year.
B.
Tac Boston of Doyle Sailmakers recommended the class consider
abandoning aramid fibers in sails to reduce costs saving roughly $500 per sail.
Several persons articulated the ever increasing cost of sails but no resolutions were
made and the matter was left to further discussion beyond this CCR, given that current
sail material costs also lead to improved durability.
C.
T. Boston also noted that some other sailmakers were not signing their
CCR sails and/or not measuring them correctly. No formal motion was made but it was
recommended that every CCR attendee check that new sails are measured correctly
before attending at a CCR.
D.
After substantial discussion, including what other sailboat fleets do, a
motion was passed, by slight majority, which obligates a race committee to not start a
race when winds were equal-to or greater than 25mph sustained for 15+ minutes.
Exactly how that data was to be measured was not addressed but the implication was
that the methods were as measured by a Race Committee, reports of areas weather
buoys, and whatever relevant weather information the RC deemed relevant at the time.

E.
A motion was made to allow continuously-adjustable foresail cars but
was opposed by a majority. However, a motion was approved to allow genoa cars of
any design to be moved as long as the cars were not under-load (which is what is
normally done anyway with standard cars).
F.
Support was issued to attend the Cleveland Race Week, held in the 3rd
weeks of June annually, but the event is not considered a class-sanctioned event as
yet, but could become one. Ditto regarding the Chicago Verve Cup which will be
investigated by Mitch Polar as suitable or not. Also, Brent O’Keeﬀe agreed to
investigate the ILYA (Inter Lake Yacht Association) Islands of Lake Erie regatta
suitability for a class-sanctioned event. Chris Craig, webmaster, will post a web site
survey to solicit member’s support and views for these events.
G.
J. Spierling noted that the older S27.9 were not selling as readily as in
the past, testimony to the aging fleet. He felt that participation in the class-sanctioned
events, especially the NOODs was the best way to keep the 7.9 exposed to the racing
audience.
H.
Rudder replacement: This project has been handled by Car Diehl who
has agreed to contract with Rudder Craft® which was been paid to make a mold,
which the class owns. New rudders will be a variable at ~35# each, and a
Box+blade+tiller will weigh ~61#. Any complete assemblies can include re-designed
gudgeons and pintles. Rudder blades alone will cost less than $1000.
I.
The The Racine Yacht Club will host the 2019 CCR September 20-22,
2019.
J.
The Macatowa Bay YC will host the 2020 CCR, the specific dates to be
published by October, 2018 and will be post on the web site as usual.
K.
Sites for the 2021 CCR were proposed including Nashville, Michigan city,
Port Huron, Lexington, MI but no final decision was made (Tyson Connelly will
investigate these options).
L.
A very brief discussion regarding enforcing “useless rules” such as the
forestay length one but without conclusion.
M.
Cary Diehl will assume the new Secretary-Treasurer tasks hereafter.
Respectfully,
Paul Latour
9/24/18

